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Abstract 
We consider an active supervised learning scenario in which the supervisor (trainer) can make decisions regarding the possibility 
to choose new examples for learning. In the classical forms of supervised learning, the training set is chosen according to some 
known or random given distribution. The supervisor is a passive agent in the sense that he is not able to interact with the training 
set in order to improve the performances of the learning process of the neural network. We will introduce in a formal manner the 
terms of “difficult learning” and “easy learning” related to the training data set. We will investigate some possibilities that allow 
the trainer to become active and we will analyse the performances of such supervised learning. An active supervised learning 
algorithm is presented and also we have performed some simulation in order to prove our theoretical results.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Problem Overview  
Active supervised learning refers to a problem in Machine Learning in which training examples are only received 
one at a time, and the supervisor (trainer) is allowed to choose his own examples in order to accomplish the task of 
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learning a problem as well it is possible. In this assumption, the trainer should be capable to decide which are the 
“difficult” regions to be learned and to select a learning sample from that “difficult” region. In this framework, we 
can speak about “difficult” and “easy” regions to be learned.  
We consider a problem framework in which the supervisor knows about the generation of the learning samples. 
Thus there are statistical assumptions that the learner can safely make about the learning samples; learning samples 
could even be generated actively by the supervisor [26]. It is important to differentiate this framework from some 
other solution techniques referred to as “passive learning” in which the supervisor has no access to the learning 
samples in batch form, but chooses to process examples sequentially, for performance gains or due to resource 
constraints [10].  
Since no statistical assumptions can be made in advance, a key problem is to be able to adapt to the potentially 
non-stationary nature of the learning samples. More concretely, we consider here an active supervised learning 
scenario in which the learner can make predictions on the basis of a measured error of the learning process [3]. At 
each learning iteration t, the supervisor observes the error of learning in different regions and then must make its 
own decision regarding the region where the next sample for learning will be chosen. It can compute an error 
function; the supervisor’s goal is to minimize its cumulative loss over the learning iterations [2].  
1.2. Possible Approach  
The problem that has to be solved using a neural network by “learning” is described by examples contained in a 
training set T. In supervised learning the training set has the following form: 
 ^ `N,,2,1iiz,ixT     (1) 
xi  Rn is the n-dimensional input vector, and zi  Rm is the m-dimensional target vector that is provided by a 
trainer.  N  N is a constant that represents the number of training samples. 
The main difficulty of the learning process is, given an instance of the input variable x that does not appear in the 
training set, to give an estimate of what we expect the output variable y to be. This is called generalization ability of 
the neural network [5]. 
Formally, we define an approximator to be any function YX:F o . Since the input variable x does not determine 
uniquely the output response y, any estimator will make a certain amount of error. The performances of the learning 
process is related to the problem of finding the best possible approximator, given the knowledge of the training set T 
[23]. This problem will be defined as the problem of learning from examples, where the examples are represented by 
the training set T (1).  
Before trying to improve the performances of the learning process of neural networks, we will first look into the 
problem of how to interpret the approximation of the target function. The target function is not analytically known, 
but samples contained in a training set are available for the learning process [6].  
When trying to find the best approximator we need to define a measure of how good an approximator is. Suppose 
we sample ZX u according to an unknown probability distribution  z,xP , obtaining the pair  y,x . A measure of 
the error of the estimator F at the point x is: 
  2xFz    (2) 
The average error of the estimator F is now given by the functional: 
> @   > @     ³ u   ZX 22 xFzz,xdxdzPxFzEFI  (3) 
that is usually called the expected risk of the approximator F for the specific choice of the error measure [27]. 
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Given the particular error measure we need to find the approximator that minimizes the expected risk, which is 
dependent on the domain of definition F. Then using the expected risk as a criterion, we could obtain the best 
element of F.  
Assuming that the problem of minimizing the functional (3) in F is well posed, it is easy to obtain its solution. 
The expected risk can be decomposed in the following way [25]:
 
> @     > @   > @2020 xFzExFxFEFI    (4) 
where  xF0  is the so called regression function, that is the conditional mean of the response given the 
independent variable: 
   ³ Z0 xzzPdzxF   (5) 
The regression function is the function that minimizes the expected risk in F and therefore is the best 
approximator. Hence: 
  > @fIminargxF
Ff
0    (6) 
The problem of learning from examples can now be reformulated as the problem of finding the regression 
function  xF0 , given the training set T. 
2. Mathematical aspects of supervised learning 
Usually the training set T is obtained from a probabilistic known distribution. In the classical supervised learning 
strategy [10], [15] the trainer is a static agent. Using the probabilistic distribution he selects a certain input vector xi, 
and provides the appropriate target vector zi. The learning algorithm will compute the difference between the output 
generated by the neural network yi and the desired target vector zi, which will represent the error signal: 
N,,2,1i,zye iii     (7) 
The signal error is used to adapt the synaptic weights wji using a gradient descendent strategy [12]: 
j i
j ij i w
Eww w
wK 
    (8) 
where K  (0,1) is the learning rate, controlling the descent slope on the error surface which is corresponding to 
the error function E: 
 ¦
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  (9) 
A neural network is a physical mechanism to implement the prediction of z on the bases of  x. This main goal is 
achieved by encoding the information content in the training set (1) in the synaptic weights wji. It is quite clear that 
from the neural computing point of view x represents the input vector presented at the input layer, and z represents 
the target vector that we wish to obtain at the output layer of the neural network.  
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We will note with w the synaptic weights vector of the neural network. By applying the input vector to the input 
layer of the neural network, and by propagating it through the output layer we can write the following equation [5]: 
 w,xFy    (10) 
Because the training set  ^ `N,,2,1iz,T ii   x contains also the target vectors z provided by the trainer it is 
clear the equivalence with the supervised learning paradigm. For this reason the modification of the synaptic 
weights is done using an iterative process, as a response to the error signal (9).  
The supervised learning algorithm will optimise the following error function, in respect with the synaptic weights 
w of the neural network: 
  > @  > @ 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 (11) 
This mathematical background related to supervised learning would not be complete if we do not outline the fact 
that a neural network is a universal approximator of any continuous functions [6]. The architecture of such a neural 
network is equivalent to a multilayer perceptron having three layers (an input layer, an output layer and a hidden 
layer) [14]. The activation function of the neurons in the hidden layer must be any non-polynomial function and the 
activation function of the neuron (neurons) in the output layer can be a linear function or an average function of the 
output values of the hidden neurons [7]. From this point of view a neural network is an approximation scheme that 
permits us to approximate at any accuracy any continuous function, provided we have an enough number of hidden 
neurons [17]. The approximation is obtained through the supervised learning process, which is based on an iterative 
modification of the synaptic weights of the neural network. Presenting repetitively the training set we will be 
capable to attain a good generalisation power with the neural network. 
Typical results deal with the possibility, given a network, of approximating any continuous function arbitrarily 
well [11]. In mathematical terms this means that the set of functions that can be computed by the network is dense 
[4], [23]. We can build neural networks such the corresponding set of approximating function is dense in C[R] [8]. 
We will consider the following general neural network: 
 
 
Fig. 1. A general feed forward neural network that is a universal approximator. 
The architecture of such a neural network is composed of: 
- an input layer with n input neurons; 
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- a hidden layer with N hidden neurons and the activation functions  
 
2
2tx
x i
i
eHi
V

 , where ti  Rn are 
the centers of the clusters of the input data and iV represents the radius of the clusters. These types of 
functions are called Gaussian and the corresponding neural networks are called RBF (Radial Basis 
Functions) neural networks [28]. 
- the synaptic weights wi from the input layer to the output layer are included in the special form of the 
activation function Hi of the i-th hidden neuron. 
- an output layer having only one output neuron with the identity function 1x(x)= x as activation 
function; 
- the hidden neurons are connected to the output neuron by the weights ki  R; 
3. Active supervised learning 
We want to determine, if we can consider a more active role for the trainer in the learning process, so, instead of 
giving only the target vector z for a specific input vector x, to try to indicate which input vector should be selected 
from the training set, in order to improve the learning capabilities of the neural network, which is equivalent to 
approximate better with the neural network F the target function f [20]. We can consider that for a specific target 
function f we have some areas where the function is more “difficult” to be learned (approximated) and so the trainer 
should choose more examples in order to reduce the approximation error [24].  
In this situation, we can speak about “difficult” and “easy” regions where the target function is approximated. A 
“difficult” region will be considered a region with a high approximation error and an “easy” region will be 
considered a region with a low approximation error (close to zero).  
This definition is not a very rigorous one because we did not establish the difference between “high 
approximation error” and “low approximation error”. We will see in the next pages that these definitions are not so 
important, because in our learning algorithm that we will present, “high approximation error” will be considered the 
maximum error obtained on the regions which constitute the definition domain of the target function f. 
It is obvious that our active learning is based on a fundamental assumption: the trainer is allowed to choose his 
own examples in order to accomplish the task of approximating the target function as well it is possible [19].  
In this assumption the trainer should be capable to decide which are the “difficult” regions to approximate the 
target function and to pick up a learning sample from that “difficult” region. 
We will compare classical passive supervised learning with the active supervised learning, keeping unchanged 
the other parameters that influence the learning process. In this approach the only difference between classical and 
active supervised learning consists only in the way the learning examples are chosen [13].  
Another goal of our paper will be to develop a general frame for choosing the examples for the approximation of 
real functions. 
We will need to introduce the following terms [21]: 
x F the set of functions defined on set D with values in set Y, where Y  R.  
^ `RR:f n o YDF   (12) 
x The target function f that should be approximated by an approximation scheme (a neural network) belongs to 
the set F of functions. 
x The training (learning) set T is composed by pairs of elements: 
^ `N,...,2,1i ),x(fz ,Dx)z,x(T iiiii      (13) 
x H is an approximation scheme. This means that H does not contain only a set of functions defined on the set 
D with values in the set Y, but also the algorithm what the trainer is using to choose the approximator 
function F  H, based on the learning set T. In other words we will denote by H a couple  ¢H, A², where H is 
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a the set of functions from where we will chose the approximator function F, and A is an algorithm which has 
as input the learning set T, and generates at the output the approximator function  F  H.  
x dC will represent a metric that measures how good is the approximation made by the trainer. More precisely, 
the metrics dC measures the error on a subset C  D. This metrics will have the following properties: 
x  C1, C2  D, C1  C2 ,    212C211C f,fdf,fd d ; 
x dD (f1, f2) is the distance between two functions on the whole definition set D; it represents the basic criterion 
to measure the quality of approximation. 
Example:  For functions defined on a real interval, a normal way to consider a partitioning set C of domain D, is 
to take intervals having the following form: [xi, xi+1) or (xi, xi+1] or [xi, xi+1]. 
The trainer’s main objective can be stated as follows: operating with an approximation scheme H, based on the 
leaning set T, obtain the approximator function F  H of the target function f.  
4. Algorithms for active supervised learning 
In the previous paragraphs we have presented the general concepts of supervised learning. As we have 
mentioned, in this case of regular supervised learning, the trainer is supposed to choose his training samples 
according to some probabilistic distribution defined on domain D [16]. 
As an alternative, in the active supervised learning the trainer will have the possibility to choose according to 
some strategy the training examples from the domain D where the target function f is defined [1]. At a certain 
moment in learning process, the training set will contain some valuable information about the target function f that 
has to be approximated by the means of the neural network. Particularly, the training set contains information about 
the “difficult regions” to be learned, where there is a “high” approximation error. Of course, the trainer will select 
more examples in this “difficult region”, in order to decrease the total approximation error.  
In conclusion, we have to develop a learning strategy that will be “active” in the sense that the trainer can decide 
which will be the next training sample in the learning process [9]. 
We will establish the mathematical arguments that describe the mechanism of the active supervised learning. 
Considering the domain D, the trainer can access all the data from the following general training set (1). The 
approximation schema H (the neural network), after the learning process, will generate an approximator function F 
 H, using a learning algorithm A that corresponds in the best way to the training set [21]. 
We will use also the following notations: 
x ^ `p21 C,,C,CC  Ci  D, Np,,1i  ,†1   a partition of domain D; 
x FT ^  f F  )z,x(,z)x(f iiii  T` (14) 
The functions belonging to the class of functions FT are the functions that are passing through the points of the 
training set T. Evidently, the target function is a member of the set FT. We are now capable to define the following 
error criteria [21]: 
eC (H, T, F) = sup dC (F, f), f  FT  (15) 
The meaning of this error is very important, eC (H, T, F) measures the maximum error of the approximation 
schema (neural network) on the region C. This error is dependent on the training set and on the class of functions to 
which the target function belongs. As we can see it does not depend directly on the target function (function to be 
 
 
†1 The number p of regions in which the domain D is partitioned by N points depends on the specific geometry of domain D. For example, if D is 
a real interval then p = N + 1 
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approximated), but we cannot forget that this dependency is already captured in the training set, so the target 
function is present in the above equation [18], [22]. 
In this moment we have a certain measurement schema of the uncertainty on different regions of the domain D. 
In other words, we have now the possibility to define what a “difficult region” for leaning is. From now on, we will 
consider a difficult region for learning a region Ci that has the biggest error according to equation (15). 
In this way, we have a natural approach for active learning:  
Choose the next training sample from the difficult region for leaning.  
Let’s suppose we define the procedure that gives us the possibility to choose the next training sample from the 
most difficult region for learning with P. This procedure can be very simple: 
Procedure P :   Choose the sample as the gravity centre of region Ci that is the most difficult region for 
learning. 
Of course, this procedure can be adapted to the wishes of the trainer and to the particular form of the target 
function f.  
If we are approximating a one dimensional real function, as we have seen before a region is an interval Ci = [xi, 
xi+1], then the next training sample will be: 
2
xxx 1iinew 
 
   (16) 
We have now a possible active strategy for supervised learning. Let’s suppose that at one moment the trainer has 
obtained the new training sample xnew  D. The next thing the trainer will want to know will be the value of the 
target function in this point. This value will belong to the following data set: 
^ `Tff F )x(FT(x)   (17) 
If the requested value is z  FT(x), in this moment the trainer has a new supervised training pair (xnew, z) which 
can be added to the existing training set T, obtaining a new training set:  
 zT new , ,x = *T    (18) 
The approximation schema H can now reconsider the approximator function F*, on the basis of the new training 
set T*. We have: 
eC (H, T*, F) = sup(F*, f), f  FT*   (19) 
In this moment the error eC(H, T*, F) represents the highest possible error related to the new training set T*. 
When we choose the new training sample xnew  D we do not know if we have the necessary information about the 
value of the target function in this point. A possible strategy to avoid this problem is to choose the “worst case”, 
namely the value which is producing the highest error if xnew  D is the new training sample. 
With this approach, the total error on domain D will be: 
      ^ ` FF FF ,z,xT,Hesup*,T,Hesup newDxTzDxTz    (20) 
Our intention is to obtain the training sample that minimises the maximal error. In this respect the new training 
sample should be chosen according to the following formula: 
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 ^ ` FF ,z,T,Hesupminarg DTzDnew xx xx    (21) 
Using this strategy we are now able to define the following algorithm for active supervised learning. This 
algorithm gives the trainer the necessary tool to choose the optimal training samples that will improve the 
supervised learning performances of the approximation schema (neural network) [21]. 
 
Step 1:  j : = 1. Choose the first training sample (xj, zj) according to procedure P.  
 
Step2: Based on the new training example, partition domain D in the regions C1,C2 ..., jpC . 
 
Step 3: Compute the errors iCe , for every i = 1,2,..., pj. 
 
Step 4: Suppose at Step j domain D is partitioned into regions C1,C2 ..., jpC . According to procedure P we will 
choose in the most difficult region for learning the new training point xnew  D. Lets consider the new 
training sample (xj+1, zj) : = (xnew, z). 
IF eD (H, T, F) < H THEN  
{ 
N  :  =  j; 
exit;  
}  
   ELSE  
{ 
 j :  =  j + 1; 
 GOTO Step 2; 
} 
5. Experiments, simulations and conclusions 
We have implemented a RBF neural network having is architecture as the one presented in Figure 1. The learning 
process was carried out in two phases [5], [6]: 
Phase1: Unsupervised learning phase [10] in order to determine the following unknown parameters ti  Rn the 
centres of the clusters of the input data and iV  the radius of the clusters.  
Phase 2: Supervised learning phase in order to determine the synaptic weights ki  R [23]. 
The supervised learning phase was done using three different types of training: 
1. Random supervised learning - the training set was generated randomly from the domain D. 
2. Uniform supervised learning- the training set was generated using a uniform distribution over domain D. 
3. Active supervised learning - the training set was determined using the active supervised learning algorithm 
presented earlier in this paper. 
The experiments were made in order to approximate the following target function: 
> @ 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1,R1,0:
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§  o xxff
  (22) 
The training set generated by one of the three methods was presented repeatedly in epochs of 1000, 5000 and 
10.000 times.  
Analysing the learning performances we will take in consideration not only the learning error El but also the 
generalisation error Eg [5] that correspond to the error generated by the neural networks in points which does not 
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belong to the training set. This generalisation error is the real measure of comparing the performances of different 
approximation schemes. 
Table 1. Results of the learning process to learn the target function with N = 100 training data samples, 25 centres using random, uniform and 
active supervised learning. 
Nr. of epochs Random  Uniform  Active 
1.000 
El = 0.00111933647 
Eg = 2.00543792e-5 
El = 0.00538671535 
Eg = 9.25674175e-5 
El = 0.005939686434 
Eg = 0.000305306076 
5.000 
El = 0.00042799210 
Eg = 6.62271543e-6 
El = 6.77417526e-6 
Eg = 1.19316687e-6 
El = 8.411126178e-5 
Eg = 1.167369815e-5 
10.000 
El = 0.00039366463 
Eg = 5.98244244244 
El = 5.59375032e-5 
Eg = 1.01227192e-5 
El = 5.386507373e-5 
Eg = 5.824087429e-7 
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